
 
 

                    

Boo! 

1. Score Real Red Base at 4 ¼”, Fold &n Burnish. 

2. Run one of the Black layers through machine using the Brick 3D folder. Adhere on front. 

3. With one of the White Boxes from the kit, put together set aside. 

4. With all the Real Red pieces (inside of card too), go over the edges with a Blending Brush and Memento Black, 

leave center Red.  Place the 2 that are 2 ¼” x 2 ¾” one under the Web on Box, and one on the bottom of box 

that is open, see first pic. 

5. Adhere box to front by placing adhesive ONLY on bottom, then fold box so top of front is touching the edge of 

the Black layer, this will allow box to close when you mail it.  Then stamp ‘Happy Halloween’ on one strip, place 

on bottom see 2nd pic.  Then stamp other strip same size with ‘Say Boo and Scary ON!’ place on the top side of 

box (not shown). 

6. With a scrap from the kit stamp Boo! On Fresh Freesia and trim edge as shown. Adhere on front. 

7. Get a Web from the kit and place a Dimensional on back and place over the Fresh Freesia strip on front. 

8. Get a Spider from kit and hang from top of box, stamp smaller spider from kit in top corner of box. 

9. With one of the webs from the box, turn upside down, and go over ‘web’ with Blending Brush and Memento ink. 

Stamp spider in top corner and sentiment under the Web.  Adhere to a Black Layer and adhere inside card. 

 

 

 

                                

Supplies 

Stamps: Spooky Treats (PP September), Scary 

Cute 

Inks: Memento Black 

Paper: Real Red 5 ½” x 8 ½”, 2 ¼” x 2 ¾” (x2), 

1” x 3” (x2), 3 ¾” x 5” 

Basic Black 4” x 5 ¼” (x2) 

Fresh Freesia (in kit) 1 ¼” x 2 ½” 

Basic White 3 ¾” x 5” 

Fresh Freesia Fresh Freesia scrap from kit 

Embellishments: Stars included in kit, box from 

kit, Spider from kit 

Tools: Brick 3D Embossing Folder, Scary 

Silhouettes Dies, Blending Brush 

 


